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Abstract 
Orthogonal polynomials pn(W2,x) for  exponential weights W 2 =e -2Q on a finite or infinite interval I, have been 
intensively studied in recent years. We discuss efforts of the authors to extend and unify some of the theory; our deepest 
result is the bound 
Ip,(m2,x)lm(x)l(x - a_ , ) (x -  a,,)l TM <~ c, xE l  
with C independent of n and x. Here a±~ are the Mhaskar-Rahmanov-Saff numbers for Q and Q must satisfy some 
smoothness conditions on I. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction: a brief survey 
Let I be a finite or infinite interval and let w:I--~ [0, :xD) be measurable and positive on a set of  
positive measure, with all power moments 
~ xnw(x)dx,  n- -0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  (1.1) 
finite. Then we call w a weight and may define orthonormal polynomials 
pn(x)= p~(w,x)=7,x"  +. . . ,  y~(w)>0, 
satisfying 
l p ,  pmW=~m,, m,n=0,1 ,2 , . . . .  
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We denote the zeros of p,, by 
- -O0~Xnn ~Xn_ l ,  n ~ • • • ~X2n ~Xln  ~ OG. 
The analysis of the orthonormal polynomials {pn(w, ")}~0 associated with general weights has 
been a major theme in classical analysis this century. Undoubtedly the most elegant part of the 
theory is Szeg6's theory, dealing with weights w on [-1, 1] that satisfy Szeg6"s condition 
f 
i log w(x) 
, x/1 -~5 dx> - oc. (1.2) 
It provides asymptotics for p,(w,z) as n---* oc and a host of other results; and it gave rise to the 
notion of an outer function that proved so useful in the theory of kip spaces. 
The extension of Szeg6's theory, in some form, to more general weights on finite intervals has 
attracted the interest of the most prominent researchers in orthogonal polynomials; the search for a 
Szeg6 type theory for infinite intervals has attracted as much attention, possibly more, in the last 
thirty years. Until the 1950s, the Hermite weight 
w(x) = exp(-xZ), x E ~, 
its Laguerre cousins, the Stieltjes-Wigert weight and some Pollaczek weights, were amongst the few 
weights on infinite intervals whose orthonormal polynomials admitted etailed analysis. 
In a certain sense, a general theory of orthonormal polynomials for weights on infinite intervals 
has existed since the 1920s: the work of Stieltjes, Hamburger, Riesz, Nevanlinna nd others provided 
a solution to the moment problem, which given prescribed numbers {cn}, investigates the existence 
and uniqueness of a w satisfying the system of equations 
= flx"w(x) dx, n = O, 1,2,... Cn 6 
The analysis of this problem invariably involved orthonormal polynomials, and their Christoffel 
functions 
2,(w,x) := 1 /~p2(w,x ) .  (1.3) 
/ /=0 
However, the focus was essentially that of placing conditions on Christoffel functions, rather than 
investigating asymptotics, or bounds, for 2,(w,x) or p,(w,x), under suitable conditions on w. 
A problem that turned out to be a cousin of the moment problem, was Bernstein's approximation 
problem: let W:R---,[0, oc) be continuous. Under what conditions on W is it true that for every 
continuous f :  N --~ R, with 
lim (fW)(x) = O, 
I x l~  
and for every e > 0, that there exists a polynomial P with 
I[(f - P)WIIL~(~)<C? 
That is, when are the polynomials dense in a weighted space of continuous functions? 
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For all weighted polynomials PW to have finite sup norm, and hence for the problem to be 
meaningful, we need 
lim xnW(x)=O, n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
The problem was solved independently by Pollard, Mergelyan and Achieser in the 1950s [9]; the 
condition 
f~ ]log = cx~ W(x)[ dx 
1 +x  2 
is necessary for density. When W :--e -Q is even, and Q(e'-) is convex in (0, oo), this is also 
sufficient. (The complete characterisation for a positive solution to Bemstein's problem involves a 
"regularisation" of the weight W.) Effectively, for density, the exponent Q in the weight should 
grow at least as fast as [x[. In particular, for 
W~(x) := exp(-[x[~), ~>0,  
the polynomials are dense iff ~/> 1. 
At first sight, Bernstein's problem should have little to do with orthogonal polynomials. However, 
the development of the theory of orthogonal polynomials and weighted approximation have grown 
in parallel ever since the 1950s. It was M. Dzrbasjan in the 1950s and subsequently G. Freud and 
P. Nevai who in the 1960s and 1970s looked for quantitative forms of Bernstein's approximation 
problem: how large must the degree of the polynomial P be to achieve a given accuracy? In their 
search for these weighted analogues of the classical Jackson and Bernstein theorems, they must 
have tried the classical techniques of approximation, especially convolution operators, and must 
have found that these failed. They were thus forced to turn to techniques involving orthonormal 
expansions, that had been so useful in investigating trigonometric approximation. In turn some of 
these techniques required estimates on Christoffel functions and related quantities. An entertaining 
survey of developments up to the 1980s appears in Nevai's still relevant survey [25]; the recent 
book of Mhaskar [19] provides a clear exposition of most of the approximation techniques involving 
Christoffel functions. 
Amongst he crucial observations of Nevai and Freud [25] was the infinite-finite range inequality: 
if W=e -Q, where Q is even, and grows at least as fast as Ix[: for some ~>0,  then in dealing with 
weighted polynomials PW, where deg(P)~< n, it suffices to work on a finite interval whose size 
depends on the degree n but not on the particular P. For example, if 0 < p ~< cx~, and ~ > 0, there 
exist C~, C2 > 0 independent of n and P (but depending on ~, p) such that 
for all n ~> 1 and deg(P) ~< n. Moreover, they showed that PW decays exponentially as we recede 
from [-C2n I'~, C2nl/~]. To those to whom this is unfamiliar, a good model is provided by the simple 
weighted monomial 
x" W~(x) = x" exp(-Ix[ ~). 
Elementary calculus shows that this function attains its maximum at (n/~) ~/~ and decays exponentially 
as x increases beyond that point. 
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If infinite-finite range inequalities and estimates for Christoffel functions for weights such as W~ 
were among the main developments of the 1970s, it was the systematic application of potential 
theory that led to the dramatic breakthroughs in the 1980s. Potential theory had been applied by 
J.L. Ullmann to weights mainly on finite intervals in the 1970s, though his two short papers on 
the infinite interval [32, 33] had a major impact. However, it was Rakhmanov [27] and Mhaskar 
and Saff [20, 21] who independently obtained a number of groundbreaking results. For a convex 
even Q, both sets of authors defined what is now called the Mhaskar-Rahmanov-Saff  number a,, 
for Q: it is the unique positive root of the equation 
2 ~o I a, tQ'(a,,t) 
n z -  rc x/1 - t z dt. (1.4) 
Mhaskar and Saff showed that for n 1> 1 and deg(P) ~< n, 
and 
IIPWIIL~(R) = IIPWIIL~t a.,a.l (1.5) 
IPWl(x)<llPW[k~(~), Ixl>a,. 
Moreover, a. is as n ~ ~c the "smallest" number for which this is true. For example, for W~, 
Q (x) Ixl = =~ a, =2 F(~/2)2" 1/~ - -  h i /~ .  
4r(~) 
While (1.5) is a useful tool, from the point of view of orthogonal polynomials, it is of great 
interest hat for the weight 
w ---- W~ 2 = e -2Ix?, 
the largest zero xl. of p.(W~2,x) satisfies 
lim xl./a. = 1. 
n~O~ 
Rakhmanov proved this conjecture of Freud, not only for W~ 2 but for more general weights. 
At least as important is the manner in which the zeros {xj.} of the orthogonal polynomials dis- 
tribute themselves in [ -a . ,  a.]. Ullmann [33] and Nevai and Dehesa [26] from a different perspective 
earlier determined what the zero distribution should be: let 
v~(x) :=- j l~ dy, xc ( -1 ,1 ) .  
Tc I ~  
It is a probability density function, that is, is nonnegative, and satisfies 
f l /),~(X) dx = 1. 1 
Rakhmanov, Mhaskar and Saff proved that for -1  <~ s < t ~< 1, 
- x number of zeros of p, (~2;  x) in [sa,, ta,] ~ v.~. (1.6) 
n 
That is, the contracted zero distribution of {p,(~2; ")}~o is given by v~. 
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In the proof of this, both sets of authors used the integral equation 
I' n log lx -y lv .~(y)dy=Q~(a,x)+c,  xE [-1,  1]. 
-1  
The expression on the left is a potential; and v~ is called the equilibrium density associated with Q. 
The constant c may be given an explicit representation. By discretising the integral at carefully 
chosen points {t~}, we obtain, in a rough sense, 
n log]x - Yl v~(y) dy ~ ~ log Ix - tJ[ = log (x - . 
- - I  j= l  
That is, we can discretise the potential to obtain the log of a polynomial. This polynomial turns 
out to be approximately an orthogonal polynomial, and is sufficient o prove (1.6). In terms of the 
asymptotics on the orthogonal polynomials, (1.6) is essentially equivalent to 
(s ) lim p,(~Z,a.z)"/'=clexp loglz-tlv (t)dt , zeC\[-1,1]. (1.7) n~oc  1 
Here c~ is a constant depending only on ~. 
Following [20, 21, 27], there was a rapid series of developments, all based on potential theory 
and complex methods. The nth root asymptotic (1.7) was improved to a ratio asymptotic 
lim pn(~2, anz) =c~exp l og lz - t iv~( t )d t ,  z E C\ [ -1 ,1] .  (1.8) 
Actually rather than the latter, the emphasis was on the asymptotic behaviour of the recurrence 
coefficients in the three-term recurrence relation 
xpn(W~Z,x) = Anp,+l(W~2,x) + Bnpn(W~Z,x) + A,- l  p,-l(W~2,x). 
The fact that W~ is even forces B, - -0 ;  Freud in the 1970s conjectured that 
1 (1 .9 )  lira An~an = 
n~cx3 
and this was proved in [16] for m~ 2 and more general weights. The essential equivalence between 
(1.8) and (1.9) is of course not obvious; it has been explored extensively by Van Assche [34, 35] 
building on work of Nevai for [ -1,  1] [24]. 
We cannot review in this brief article the remarkable results obtained for weights on the real line 
starting not from hypotheses on the weight, but from hypotheses on the {An}, {B,}. See [25, 29, 35] 
for some of the references on the extended literature on this approach. 
The passage from ratio asymptotics to strong or Szeg6 asymptotics was almost instantaneous; 
indeed in retrospect, he techniques used in [16] for the former were already sufficient for the latter. 
While Rakhmanov announced such asymptotics in 1986 for W~ 2, his proofs appeared later [28]. The 
first full proofs appeared in the lecture notes [17], using the classical Bernstein-Szeg6 identities for 
orthogonal polynomials for special weights. It was shown that if 
1, zeC\[-1,1] 
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is the conformal map of C \ [ -1 ,  1] onto the exterior of the unit ball {w: [w I > 1}, and 
1 f~ 1 +e-i4'Zd~b, izl<l, k~(z) = ~ Ic°s ~bl~ 1 - -  e - i~z  
then uniformly for z in closed subsets of C \ [ -1 ,  1], 
1 
W~ ,anz)a n /{q0(z) exp(a,,h~(qo(z) )}= x/rt(1_ (P(z) -2) ,lirn p,( 2 ,..2 n ~ -, . (1.10) 
It is noteworthy that quoting the result in this specific case of ~2 obscures some of the ideas: 
the function h~ is essentially the relevant Szeg6 or outer function. Indeed, it was proved for more 
general weights in [17]: both q9 and an are of course still present in the asymptotic, and only 
exp(a~,h~(~(z) -I )) is replaced by a suitable Szeg6 function. 
It is clear from this short and very selective survey (and we apologize for the omission of many 
valuable contributions!) that by the end of the 1980s the first steps had been laid for a general 
theory of orthogonal polynomials for weights on the whole real line. The obvious next steps were 
to relax the conditions on Q for nth root, ratio and strong asymptotics, to simplify proofs, and also 
to drop the severe restriction that Q is even. 
The first important step in the latter was taken by Van Assche [36], who considered 
{ Ax ~, x6[0 ,  oc) 
Q(x) := Blx[ x (-oc, O] 
1 More general noneven Q, with A,B > 0 and unearthed some interesting new phenomena t ~ = ~. 
including 
~x ~, xC[0, oc) (1.11) 
Q(x):= (Ixl/~, x~( -~,0]  
were later considered by Buyarov [2, 3]. Of course because of the asymmetry, one can no longer 
hope for a symmetric interval [-an,an], and instead we have two numbers atn, which may be 
defined as the roots of the equations 
1 j,'"o xQ'(x) 
rt .... v/(x f ~ n  -- X) dx, 
0= -1 [ .... Q'(x) dx. (1.12) 
rc J.._,, V/(x - a_n)(an - x) 
When Q is convex, or more generally when IxlQ'(x) is increasing in (O, oc) and ( -oc ,  O), one may 
show that a±. are uniquely defined. If xQ'(x) has limit 0 at 0, then also a-n <O<an. In this case 
the Mhaskar-Saff identity (1.5) becomes 
IIPWlI    )= IleWll,  t ........ ~, deg(P)  ~< n. 
For very general noneven Q, Buyarov described the asymptotic zero distribution of pn(W2,x) in 
[2, 3]; while this fairly immediately implies nth root asymptotics for Pn in the plane, logarithmic 
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asymptotics for p, were also presented, as well as a penetrating study of, and new formulas for, 
the equilibrium density for noneven weights Q. Buyarov's work will undoubtedly have many further 
ramifications. 
Two recent developments hat will also have a dramatic impact on the way asymptotics of or- 
thonormal polynomials are investigated, are due to Rakhmanov [28] on the one hand, and to a 
group involving Deift, Kriecherbauer and others [4, 5]. Rakhmanov obtained a new identity for 
orthonormal polynomials associated with piecewise analytic weights, expressing them as the nth 
partial sum of the orthonormal expansion of a function involving a certain potential. Moreover, he 
obtained an identity for the error in discretisation of a potential for such weights. He used these 
to derive asymptotics on the real line for p,(W~2,x) that, given fixed 0<o-<1,  hold uniformly for 
x ¢ [-aan, aa,,]: the latter are more difficult than the asymptotics in the plane. 
A possibly still more exciting development is due to the other group, who solved a two-dimensional 
Riemann-Hilbert problem, and observed a new identity for orthonormal polynomials pn(W2",x) 
when W =e Q is analytic [4, 5]. The remarkable feature of their work is that the asymptotics 
hold uniformly not just in [-aa,,aa,,] but almost up to a,,; moreover, they have the first known 
asymptotics around an, or equivalently the largest zero xj,, of pn(W2",x). They are confident hat 
when instead of varying weights W 2~, a fixed analytic W is considered, their method will apply too. 
If this method extends to general nonanalytic Q, it may well put all the others out of business! 
If the extension to noneven Q is now complete, a shortcoming of the current heory is the lack 
of a simple condition like Szeg6's (1.2) that is necessary and sufficient for strong asymptotics of 
p,(W2,z), at least in the plane. In many ways, the results that assume the least on Q are due to 
Totik [31, 29], who proceeds via his remarkable solution to Saff's weighted polynomial approximation 
problem. It will be interesting to see how much further Totik's conditions can be relaxed. However, 
it is unlikely that there will ever be a simple Szeg6 type condition. 
2. Bounds on all of I 
In this section, we narrow down our focus: instead of asymptotics, we discuss bounds for 
p,(W2;x) that hold throughout the interval of orthogonality, and the related question of bounds 
for the Christoffel function 2n(W2,x), which admits not only the expression (1.3), but also the 
extremal property 
2n(W2'x)= PEP,,_inf, ( f  p2w2) / p2(x). 
In doing so, we also restrict ourselves largely to the work of the authors. We shall prove only one 
result and merely state the rest because of space considerations. 
In investigating convergence of Fourier series, one makes extensive use of the boundedness of 
cos, sin: 
Icosn0] 1; Isinn01 ~< 1, 0E[ -x ,  Tt]. 
Likewise in investigating uniform convergence of orthonormal expansions, bounds on pn(W2,x) 
that hold uniformly in I are useful. They are also an essential ingredient in investigating mean 
convergence of Lagrange interpolation at zeros of orthonormal polynomials and in related problems. 
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Indeed it was in the latter context hat Nevai posed the problem in 1976 [23] to obtain bounds on 
pn(W~2,x) that hold on the whole real line. 
It was Bonan [1], a student of Nevai, who obtained the correct bounds for pn(Wf,x) for ~ =2,4, 
6,... that are valid on the whole real line; Mhaskar [18] extended Bonan's differential equation 
approach to general weights, and obtained bounds for pn(W2,x) that hold on [-ean, ean] for some 
e >0. By using a mixture of potential theory, complex analysis, and ideas from the differential 
equation method, the authors in 1992 [10] resolved Nevai's conjecture in full. 
More precisely, let Q : ~ ---+ ~ be even, continuous, and let Q" be continuous in (0, ~) ,  and Q' > 0 
in (0, c~). Furthermore, assume there exist A,B> 1 such that 
xQ"(x) 
A-1  ~<- -  ~<B-1 ,  xE(0,  cxz). (2.1) 
Q'(x) 
Let an = an(Q). Then we have uniformly for n 1> 1, and x E [ -a , ,  an], 
~n(WZ'x)~ W2(x) an (max{ 
Moreover, 
x~Sup I ,(Vg2,x)lW(x) 1 - IXlan 
and 
1_  ix]~ ] ,/'2. (2.2) 
an ) /  
1/4 
an 1/'2, (2.3) 
sup I P,( W2,x)] W(x) ~ a~-1/2n 1.,'6. (2.4) 
xE~ 
Here the notation c, ~ d, means that there exist positive constants Cj, C2 independent of n (and 
where appropriate x too) such that 
Cl <~ c,/d, <~ C2, n >~ 1. 
The condition (2.1) forces Q to grow at a rate between xA and x B. Thus Q is restricted to have 
polynomial growth at c~. Since this was the growth of Q that Freud treated, these are often called 
Freud weights. Note too that A > 1, so that the theorem treats W~ 2 only for ~ > 1. The Christoffel 
functions for W~ 2 have different behaviour for ~ ~< 1, see [12]. There are still unresolved problems 
on the bounds on the orthonormal polynomials pn(W~2,x) for ~ ~< 1. 
What about the case where Q is of faster than polynomial growth at c~? These have been called 
Erd6s weights, after the latter's initiation of the topic [6]. In attempting to handle this situation, one 
needs to impose regularity conditions on Q that are in some way akin to (2.1). It turned out [15] 
that one could place regularity restrictions on the function 
xQ"(x) 
Tl (x) :=l  + Q'(x~' xE(O, cx~). (2.5) 
For example, in [14], we assumed the above assumptions on Q except (2.1). Instead of (2.1), we 
assumed that T1 is increasing in (0, cx~), that 
lim Tl(x) = e~; lim Tl(x) > 1; 
X---+ ~ x---~0+ 
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and that for large enough x ,  
xO'(x)  
T, (x) ~ - -  (2.6) 
Q(x) 
We proved that (2.3) persists, while instead of (2.4), we have 
sup I P,( W2, x) IW(x)  ~ a~ l/2(nT! (an))1/'6. (2.7) 
.rC~ 
The behaviour of the Christoffel function is a little more complicated than (2.2). The archetypal 
example of weight treated by [14] is 
Wk,~(x) := exp[-  expAIxl~)] 
where k/> 1, c~>l and 
exp~ = exp(exp(. •• exp( ) . . . ) )  
k times 
denotes the kth iterated exponential. (We need ~ > 1 only because of the singularity of x ~, ~ ~< 1, 
at 0; we can consider all ~>0 if we replace Ixl by (A +x2) ~/2 with A large enough). 
It seemed natural to try apply these techniques that work for weights on the real line to weights 
that vanish strongly at + l ,  such as 
Wk*(x ) := exp[-  expk[1 - x2] -~] 
where now k ~> 0 and ~ > 0, and we set 
exP0(X) := x. 
This was achieved in [11]. There we assumed that W:=e -Q, where Q: ( -1 ,  1)---~ E is even, twice 
continuously differentiable, that Q', Q" ~> 0 and T~ satisfies (2.6) for x close to 1 as well as 
A 
T~(x)>~- -  x close to 1, 
1 - x 2 
where A > 2. 
The number of technical restrictions in the Erdrs case and for the exponential weights on [-1, 1] 
may seem daunting, but it is clear from the description of the bound (2.7) on pn that T~ is really 
needed. 
Of course the techniques of proof of the various cases are similar, but there is a fair amount 
of problem dependent detail. The procedure in all cases is to estimate the Christoffel functions 
uniformly on [ -a , ,  a,], then to estimate spacing of zeros, and then to obtain bounds on the orthogonal 
polynomials via the Christoffel-Darboux formula 
n--1 
K, (W2,x , t )  := ~ p/ (W2,x)p / (W 2,t) 
j=0  
7,, ~ P , (W2,x )P , - I (W2,  t) - P, , - I (W2,x)pn(W2, t)
7n x - t 
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taken with t =x  j,, and manipulated into the form 
pn(W2,x)= [Tn--lpn l(m2,Xln) Kn(W2,x,X/n)(X-Xin) 
L 7, - 
X/,,) - i  ~_l/2(m 2x]•-l,'2{W2,N/n)[ x Xjn ]. [p , (W2,x ) l  <~ p ,_ , (W 2, ~,, , , , ,, , - 
Here we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. This gives some indication of some of the ideas, 
but the remaining technical details are formidable. 
An obvious question is whether we can unify the various results. More precisely: 
• Can we simultaneously treat finite and infinite intervals? 
• Can we simultaneously treat Q of polynomial or faster than polynomial growth at cx~? 
• Can we remove the restriction that Q be even? 
• Can we reduce the smoothness restrictions on Q? 
From the point of view of the potential theory, there is really no difference between all these cases, 
except hat in some cases, the asymmetry of [a_,, a,] about 0 is a (minor) irritation. Moreover when 
considering weights of the form W" and their associated sequence of orthonormal polynomials, none 
of these problems causes real difficulty [5, 29, 31]. 
It was with this in mind that the authors began an investigation of such weights. In reducing the 
smoothness restrictions on Q, the first thing was to replace /'1. This is easy: we can use 
T(x )  := xQ' (x ) /Q(x ) .  
But unfortunately too, in estimating equilibrium measures, and related quantities, when we removed 
restrictions on Q',  we obtained uglier conditions on Q' such as a suitable LiP½ condition for some 
results, and a Dini-Lipschitz condition in others. 
For this reason, in this short paper, we shall not state our results in the greatest generality, and 
instead restrict ourselves to our smallest class of weights. In its definition, we need the notion of 
a quasi-increasing function on an interval J :  we say that g :J---' (0 ,~)  is quas i - inc reas ing  if there 
exists C > 0 such that 
x, yEJ ,  x<y =~ g(x) ~ @(y). 
Obviously any monotone increasing function is quasi-increasing. Similarly we may define the notion 
of a quas i -decreas ing  fimction. 
Definition 1. Let I = (c, d) where 
-cx~ ~< c<0<d ~< ~.  
Let W :=  e -Q, where 
( I )  Q : I  ~ [0,e~z) is continuously differentiable and Q(0)= 0, Q" exists a.e. and is positive in 
I \{0}; 
(II) 
lim Q(t) = ~ = l im Q( t ) ;  
t-*c+ t~d- 
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(III) The function T(t)= tQ'(t)/Q(t) is quasi-increasing in (0,d), quasi-decreasing in (c, 0), with 
T( t )>~A>I ,  tE I \{O};  
(IV) There exists C~ >0 such that 
Q'(x) Q'(x) E I\{0}. (2.8) 
1 + IQ'(x)l ~< CI Q-Q~' a.e. x 
Then we write W E Y.  
Amongst he examples are W = e -Q on I = R, where k, l >~ 0, ~, fi > 1, and 
{ expk(x ~ ) - expk(0 ), x E (0, cxD), 
Q(x)=Qk.l.~.ldx):= expl([xl/~) - exp/(0), xE(-cx~,0). (2.9) 
Note that for k = l = 0, we have the Buyarov-Van Assche example (1.11) and that there need be 
no comparison between the rates of growth of Q to the left and right of 0. Another example on 
a finite interval (c,d) containing 0 is 
expk([1 - (d )2 ]  -~)  - -  exp~(1), xE(0,d) ,  
Q(x) := (2.10) 
expl([ 1 + (~)2]-/~) _ expt(1), xE(c,  0), 
where again k, l ~> 0 and now 0~,/~ >0. 
As we have noted above, potential theory and integral equations play an important role in analysing 
the p,(W2,x), )..(WZ,x) and so on. For the weights above, the integral equation takes the form 
fa a ' log ix -  y iG(y )dy=Q(x)+G,  xE[a ,,a,]. (2.11) 
n 
The constant c,, may be given an explicit representation a d the density rr,, is a nonnegative function 
such that 
,i 
The support of rr, increases with n, that is 
m~17 ::~ a_m~a_n~O~an~a m. 
Moreover, 
an ---+ d; a_, ---+ c as n---~cx~. 
The simplest representation for a,, is 
G(x )= v / (x -a - " ) (a" -x )  f a" Q ' (x ) -Q ' (y )  dy xE(a  .... a,,). (2.12) 
lr 2 ~ o x y v/(y - a_,)(a, - y) '  
One of our most useful auxiliary results is: 
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Theorem 2. Let W E J~. Then uniformly for n >1 1 and x E (a n, a,), 
v/(X - a-n)(an - x) 
on(x)~n (x - a-2n)(a2. -x ) "  (2.13) 
We note that when we define, as we may, a+t for all t>0 by (1.12), and not just for integers n, 
and when we define ot by (2.12) for all t>0,  then for (2.13) to hold, it is necessary and sufficient 
condition holds on Q'. One consequence of (2.13) is that that a suitable local Lipschitz 
n 
a~(x) <~ Cv/ (x_a_ , ) (a , _x ) ,  xE(a_,,an). 
It turns out that for this upper bound on an to hold, it is necessary and sufficient hat Q' satisfies a 
certain local Dini condition [13]. 
Once one has estimates on a,, one may use potential theoretic methods to estimate Christoffel 
functions. One of the standard estimates for the Christoffel function for the ultraspherical weight 
u(x) := (1 - x2)  ~ 
is [24] 
/ 1 1 
2n(U,X)~---u(min{lxl, 1 n-2})~/1 x 2 + - - - -  x~[ -1  1 ] .  
n V n2 ' ' 
The x/factor is the reciprocal of the equilibrium measure 1 /x f f -  x 2 for [-1, 1] but modified near 
-4-1. In much the same way, our estimate for 2n(W2,x) involves the reciprocal of the equilibrium 
measure ~r~(x), but modified near a±,. The 1/n 2 in the estimate for 2n(u,x) is, amongst other things, 
the spacing between the first and second largest zeros of the corresponding orthogonal polynomial. 
The analogous quantities in our case are 
23 { E l J2) -j 
r/±n := nT(a±n) an + la-nlJ , n >1 1. (2.14) 
Indeed, a~/n is the size of the spacing between xl. and x2.. The correct modification of o-~ 1 is 
(x  - a 2 . ) (a2 , ,  - x )  
q~n(x):: nv/(lx _ a-hi + [a-nl~/ ,,)([a,, -xl +anq,)' xEI .  (2.15) 
Theorem 3. Let W E g .  Then uniformly for n >1 1 and x E [a n, an], 
,~,( W,x ) ~ W2(x )~o,(x ). (2.16) 
In particular, for n >i 1, 
n {T(a  n) T(an)~ ~/2 
max221(W2'x)W2(X)~xEt x/an + [a-hi max la_n [ , ~ J . (2.17) 
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Markov-Bemstein i equalities are as important as Christoffel functions in applications of orthog- 
onal polynomials: 
Theorem 4. Let W E ~ and 0 < p <<. oo. Then for n >>. 1 and deg(P) <~ n, and for some C inde- 
pendent of n and P, 
II(PW)'~0,IIL~(,) ~< CIIPWIk,,(z). (2.18) 
In particular, 
n max {T(a- ' )T (a~) ; /2 ,  IIP'WIIL,,,, ~< IIPWIIL/,). (2.19) 
CVa,  + la-,l la ,1 a,, 
Note that the factor in the right-hand side of (2.19) is the same as that in (2.17). One can deduce 
spacing x j -L , -x j ,  of the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials from the estimates on 2,(W 2, x). The 
largest and smallest zeros x~, and x,,, may be estimated by an extremal property: recall that we may 
define a±, for non-integer t by (1.12). 
Theorem 5. Let W := e -Q, where Q :I ~ [0, oo) is convex and cont&uous with Q(c+ ) = cx~ = Q(d-  ) 
and Q(x) > Q(0), x ~ O. Then for n >1 1, 
a-n- l~2 <Xnn <X,, 1,n < " " " <X2n <Xln <a,,+V2- (2.20) 
I f  in addition W E ~,  then there exists C >0 such that 
x l ,>a, (1  - Cq,); x , ,<a_ , (1  - Cq ,). (2.21) 
Proof  of  (2.20). We use the identity [25, 30], 
fl x(PW)2(x) dx 
Xln ~ max 
deg(P)~<n-I f l (pw)2(x) dx 
x,, fl(1 - a°x2 )(PW)Z(x) dx 
1 - -  - min (2.22) 
a,+b, 2 deg(P).<n-, f/(PW)2(x)dx 
We now use a restricted range inequality [13, Theorem 4.1]: Let 7, s > 0, 0 < p ~< cx~, m ~> 1. Then 
for not identically zero polynomials R of degree ~< m, 
IIIRI  wllL,,.\ a ..... < IIIRI ........ 
provided o~m <~ s -  2/p. (Theorem 4.1 in [13] applies more generally to exponentials of potentials; 
a related estimate proved by different methods, appears in [ 19]). We apply this with p = 2, m - 2n -  1, 
land  a = l ,  S=r /  + ~ 
R(x):= (1 X)p2(x)  
an+ 1/2 
which implies 
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where deg(P) ~< n - 1 and P is not identically zero. We deduce that 
f& 1 x 
[a ,, j 2,a,,+l 2] an+l /2  
(pw)2(x) dx < f .  ,, ,e ..... ,-q 1 X (pw)2(x) dx 
at21 ..2 
and hence for all deg(P) ~< n - 1, that are not identically zero, 
f / (  1 x)  (PW)2(x)dx>O" 
an+l,,2 
Then (2.22) shows that 
Xln 
1 - ->0.  [] 
an+ I/2 
It is of some interest hat (2.20) admits an extension to Lp extremal polynomials for 1 < p < oc; 
there the largest zero is bounded above by a,,+b ~. 
Our deepest result is the bound on the orthogonal polynomials: 
Theorem 6. Let W ¢ ~.  Then for n >~ 1, 
sup Ip,(me,x)l W(x)l(x - a_,,)(a,, - x)l 1/4 ~ 1. (2.23) 
xEl 
Moreover, 
( T(a H) T(a,,) sup]p,(W2,x)]W(x) <<. Cn'/6(a,, + ]a_,,]) -''3 xc, max/  ]a_,,[ ' a,, ) " (2.24) 
We remark that if we have ~ in (2.8) (except possibly near 0) and not just ~< there, then we 
have ~ in (2.24). In particular, this is true for the examples (2.9), (2.10). 
The method of proof of Theorems 1-6 follows that in [10, 11], only the technical details are more 
difficult. Once one has the bounds on the orthonormal polynomials, one may estimate a host of related 
quantities uch as  Lp norms of orthonormal polynomials and fundamental polynomials of Lagrange 
interpolation at the zeros of p,,(W2,x). A deeper application is to pointwise asymptotics of the 
orthonormal polynomials on the real line: one still needs suitable weighted polynomial approximations 
(as in [15]), but the bound in Theorem 6 very substantially simplifies the procedure. Of course, 
for pointwise asymptotics of orthonormal polynomials, the methods of Rahmanov or the group 
around Deift may well be more appropriate. Other applications include asymptotics of Lp extremal 
polynomials in the plane and extremal errors [13, Chapters 13 and 14]. 
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